
Instructions: Clearing and Protection Spray 
 
By making your own Clearing and Protection spray, you’ll be able to create a powerful forcefield in any room as well as around any 

person you spray.   

How to make your room/personal spray: 

1. Fill a spray bottle with water  

2. Press PLAY on the Video 

3. Pay attention to the water in the spray bottle for a few seconds and the program will know where to send the energy 

4. After the program is finished running, you can add optional essential oils if you want the spray to have a nice scent.   

5. Spray your bedroom before bed for approximately 24 hours of protection and clearing while you sleep. 

Clearing and Protection spray FAQs: 

Why did you create this product? 

 Studies have shown that people cannot heal in an energetically dirty environment even if one is receiving high vibrational 

healing from a talented healer.  By making the space where you live and sleep a high vibrational space, you will be able to 

receive healing much faster. 

 Dirty environments include: spaces where there has been violence, trauma, arguments, sickness, entities, portals etc. 

How does it work? 

The video uses two sets of energy healing modalities: Aquaware 5.0 and TOLPAKAN™ healing to supercharge water with 

powerful positive intentions.  The positive frequencies from Aquaware 5.0 are amplified and focused by TOLPAKAN™ 

healing to be 100% effective. 

What positive intentions are included? 

 Remove Negative Entities – clears and heals ghosts, demons and other entities 

 Unconditional Love Bliss 24/7 – increase vibration of love 

 Immediate Ascension integration – helps you integrate the ascension quickly 

 Remove negative portals – closes entity portals where entities can come in 

 Psychic Protection – protects you from psychic attacks from entities 

 Aura Clearing – removes negative debris and unhealthy energy cords from your aura 

 Forcefield Ascended Space – creates a protected forcefield that repels low vibrational energies 

 Higher Level Help – maintains a high vibrational state to better receive assistance from Angels and other higher beings 

 Ho’oponopono – high frequency Hawaiian healing intention 

How long does it last? 

 On average the higher vibrational state lasts for 24 hours.  In rooms with a lot of electronic equipment (computers, 

televisions, Wi-Fi, smartphones, cordless phones, etc.) it’s a minimum of 15 hours.  Dr. Karen suggests that the bedroom 

should be free of as much electronic equipment as possible for healing purposes. It is safe to spray more frequently. 

Can I use it on a person? 

 Yes you can spray a person to clear their aura.  They will often feel calmer and happier almost right away.  It works wonders 

on children.  Spray the area where they play, sleep or eat and it is likely you’ll have a happier, more well-adjusted child! 

Can I drink charged water as a tincture? 
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 Yes, however, this is at 100% power and it may create excessive detoxification reactions.  Therefore it is suggested that no 

more than 1 ounce of charged water be ingested per 24 hours.  If there is no significant detox reaction, then you can 

increase the “dose”. 

Can I charge anything with water including coffee, tea, juice or water for plants? 

 Yes.  Anything with water can be charged. 

Can I charge the humidity in the air in a room that is far away from me by just picturing the room in my mind when I click the video? 

 Great question.  Yes you can.  You just have to FOCUS on your intention for a few seconds and imagine the water humidity 

in the room you wish to target when you press play on the video. 

Do I have to use my computer to play the video? 

 No, you can play the video on an MP4 player or your smartphone/tablet.  They all work equally well. 

Do I have to sit there and watch the whole video for it to work? 

 No, after you focus your intention on the source water and click play, you can walk away and do something else and the 

program will just run 

Will the water be charged forever? 

 Yes, as far as we have tested, the water is positively charged forever and will not pick up negative energy unlike uncharged 

water. 

Would this be good to use for someone in a hospital or rest home? 

 Absolutely! I would caution you not to use “smells” such as essential oils unless you have a private room.  If you’re asked 

what you are spraying, you can say that you are spraying “water that has been blessed that helps support the healing 

process” 

Would you recommend giving young children their own spray bottle? 

 YES! This is a wonderful way to empower young children to take responsibility for their own space.  You can even give them 

a colorful pretty spray bottle to use that they can put stickers on to personalize.  Tell them that this energy spray helps to 

clear bad things that might make them feel bad and replaces it with good energy that will help them stay happy and get a 

good night’s sleep.  If they ever get scared of monsters in their room, tell them that they can spray the monsters and it will 

help them go away.  

 You can even demonstrate how to spray yourself if you get angry or upset – a natural stress reliever, and let your kids know 

that you might ask them to help “spray” you from time to time.  That way, they feel empowered to support YOU if you’re 

feeling stressed.  And tell them that they can ask you to spray them if they aren’t feeling well too.  

I’m interested in the Aquaware 5.0 program that you have that charges the water with intentions.  How do I find out more? 

 Aquaware 5.0 is a $597 computer program (Windows PC only) that is programed with 1000 positive intentions and the 

ability to create your own personalized intentions. You can find out more at www.KarenKan.com/AQ5.  

http://www.karenkan.com/AQ5

